February 29, 2012

Memorandum

TO: Constance Relihan, Associate Provost for Undergraduate Studies and Chair, UCC

FROM: Susan K. Villaume, Associate Dean, College of Education

RE: Inactive Status for UG Music Education/Instrumental and Music Education/Vocal

Please note that the proposed revision to the undergraduate program in music education/instrumental and vocal includes placing the undergraduate program in music education/instrumental and the program in music education/vocal on inactive status, thus, suspending admissions to these programs and channeling all future students into the revised combined program. As noted on the program revision form, this shift is justified because (a) most school systems in Alabama need music educators who are certified to teach in both instrumental and vocal music programs, and (b) we do not have sufficient resources to offer all three options.

Students currently in music education/instrumental or music education/vocal may transfer to the revised combined program OR complete the program in which they are currently enrolled. Current students will be advised individually and course substitutions allowed so graduation is not delayed due to the curriculum revision.